BACKGROUND
The Incident Operations Standards Working Team has approved the inclusion of the Annual Fireline Safety Refresher for many positions in the PMS 310-1.

CURRENT STATUS
It was previously determined that any training course referred to in the PMS 310-1 would have a course number. The IOSWT requested a number for the Annual Fireline Safety Refresher training prior to printing the January 2006 version of the PMS 310-1.

RECOMMENDATION
It was the recommendation of the NWCG Development and Standards Units that the courses be assigned the number RT-130. The RT designator is used, per a June 2002 decision (Issue Paper #36) for workshops, refresher training and other miscellaneous recurrency training requirements.

ACTION REQUIRED
Approval from the TWT to document the assignment of this course number.

APPROVED / DENIED
(circle one)

SIGNATURE

TWT Chair  Date

cc: Chair, Incident Operations Standards Working Team
    Blair Young, IQCS